DELTA-stadium
Live 3D animations for giant screens

Scoring and graphics for stadium and arena screens
DELTA-stadium is the perfect solution to create momentum and enhance fan’s experience instadium!
Available as software only or as complete turnkey solution, DELTA-stadium is designed to generate
audio & video animations for giant screens such as start & final countdown, timer, number of on
venue visitors, music jingle, kiss cam, alongside in-stadium on-screen data & advanced statistics
information.
DELTA-stadium offers the opportunity to create 2D and 3D graphics for multisport live productions
easily customizable.
Advanced Database Engine
Input
information
about
referees,
commentators, players classified by sport,
team, and nationality. Each field can be
customized to store various type of
information such as age, height, weight, rank,
position… Pictures and videos can be attached
to
each
entry
form.

Intuitive Graphic Design Tool
Create customized high-end 2D & 3D graphics
& animations, using information from the
database, insert logos, titles, clips, animate
and synchronize them to deliver high-end
quality graphics.

User Interface
Each sport has a dedicated user interface to
manage live production, from which the
operator can instantly target graphics
according to actions, enter statistics, and
display panels to give information about the
team, the players, statistics, game results…
Statistics
A dedicated module can also be configured to
enter statistics in live transmitted in real time
to the database. Types of statistics are
completely customizable by the end-user.
Timer
Every timer design can be adapted to each
sport, to display various timing information
during the game.

Features
 6 dedicated user interfaces available for
Soccer, Football, Basketball, Baseball,
Rugby, including a generic sport interface
 UNICODE support
 Supported formats: JPG, BMP, TGA,
PNG…
 Supported video formats: MP4, MPG,
MOV, AVI …
 AirSend and NDI Protocol for TriCaster
and 3play
 SDI
 1U/2U/4U rack solutions
Hardware requirements for software upon
request
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